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BrumM dwells in Sutya Lok, surrounded by Reeshees and
by minor gods He is employed in creating men, and in
recording human destiny Vyekoonth is the seat of Vishnoo
—the heaven which he quitted to assume the incarnate form of
Ram There sits the preserver of the world, enthroned with
his consort Lukshmee, attended by Hunooman, Gurood, and
all the other beings whose names crowd his mythic story,
and watched by Droov, the north star, the keeper of his royal
gate In Kyelas dwells Shiva—his bride, the mysterious
Doorga, by his side—and broods upon his endless task of world-
destroying Before him, habited like himself in ashes, their
hair matted upon their heads, Gunesh and bis goblin crew lead
the frantic dance, and with mad orgies move the gloomy deity
to smile
When the four ages—of gold, of silver, of copper, and of
iron—have each passed over one and seventy times, a reign of
Indra is complete, and a new sovereign rules m Paradise
When fourteen Indras have ruled, a day of BrumM is at an
end, and, as the night draws on, Swerga, Mntyoo-Lok, and
Patal vanish to re-appear in the morning When the deity
has lived one hundred years, then rages the MuM-PruIay—
the great fire deluge which envelopes the universe in one crash
of ruin
As the smoke of this scene of awful tumult clears away, the
imagination of the Hindoo sees arising beyond it the form of a
new heaven, presided over by the God in whom he has centred
his faith The follower of the Preserver beholds a vision of
Go-Lok, where Vishnoo in undisturbed sovereignty dwells—
a four-armed deity Thence it was that the greatest of incar-
nate gods, the divine Krishn, descended upon earth, and there,
in the form of the shepherds and shepherdesses of Vruj, his
the Purumatma, or Supreme Spirit of the Ved&ntee, the Shiva of the
Shaivite, the Vishnoo of the Vaishnavite This exalted being, they
consider, does not interfere immediately in the affairs of men—no
question of scripture is necessarily brought forward by the introduction
of his name. But when the names of Jesus Chnst or Mohummed are
employed, the case is different, the Hindoos understand these to
refer to some man who appeared on this earth, whom MIech believe to
be of similar nature with Bam or Krishn, and the behef in whom is
necessarily inconsistent with the behef in their own scriptures
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